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       atching the ball drop on
December 31, 2019, who could
have predicted the year ahead?

Why didn’t Anderson Cooper
and Andy Cohen warn us?!

Hordes of people packed into
Times Square to celebrate the
start of our next journey around
the sun (Can you even imagine
being that close to anyone
anymore?!). 

Those happy revelers were (like
most of us) oblivious of what
was to come. 

On January 1, 2020 no one in
the U.S. had a confirmed case
of the coronavirus.

We probably hadn’t heard of
George Floyd and Breonna
Taylor—because they were still
living their lives.

And we probably didn’t foresee
the masked crowds in the
streets calling for justice.

We weren’t thinking of what
it’d be like to be locked down
and homeschool our kids 
(Say it ain’t so!).

W And now, here we are in the
back half of 2020. With a sh*t
ton of stress, uncertainty, and
unrest under our belts (not to
mention the “covid 19 lbs.”).

While back on December 31, we
were uncorking bottles of
champagne, this year uncorked a
country full of divisiveness.

Even those living under a rock
can’t help but feel the tension—it
feels like every issue becomes a
two-dimensional, political hot
potato. EQEmotional

Intelligence is
needed now

more than ever. 

What does freedomreally mean?
Should I wear amask?
Do I support thepolice?
What is RacialEquality?

are you effin' tired?
no wonder we're emotionally exhausted

Now what?
If you don’t think all of this is affecting people while they’re doing their jobs …
think again and get out from under the rock.

We need leaders primed to see
us through this rollercoaster ride
which seems to be stuck in its
tracks on a 45-degree angle
(Why did we wait in line for this
ride?). We need awareness,
action, and the right kind of
support that will see us to the
other side. If this isn’t a test in
emotional intelligence, what is?

By Jenn Barley & Karen Sullivan, KickStart Your Edge

Our power to manage stress and
conflict has been put to the test
(Anybody smell an
understatement?). 

In 2020, we need leaders among
us that can bend and shift, like a
crazy combination of Neo and
Gumby with a nerdy side.



Leaders with Emotional Intelligence
will make the difference.

EQ isn’t some fixed ability. 

It’s true … you may never be able to throw a fastball, understand calculus, or paint portraits that look like
actual humans, BUT you can develop your EQ. Phew! 

We can all amp up and harness those emotional strengths and focus on areas to improve. The beautiful
thing is … EQ growth is what will allow us to shift our mindsets about perceived roadblocks, negative
interactions, and weighty decision making.

And … the icing on the cake? …  When we add up EQ + IQ + LQ (leadership quotient) — the impact is
exponentially larger.

Now for some good news (‘bout time)

CONFIDENCE

Fear

GRATITUDE

CURIOSITY
courage

CREATIVITY

Your Emotional Intelligence (EQ) is your ability to take a real
look at your emotions, to manage them, and see what kind of
impact your behavior is having. It’s all wrapped up in your
approach to relationships, collaboration, and making decisions.
Oh yeah … EQ is at play at work and at home … and every
where in between.

Understanding your EQ will help you see the role you play in
perpetuating the good, the bad (and the ugly) parts of the
systems you’re in and how to change them.
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What makes up your-my-our EQ?
EQ can be broken up into five key areas

with 15 subscales: 

Self-Regard
Self-Actualization

 Emotional Self-Awareness

Self-Perception

Self-Expression
Emotional Expression

 Assertiveness
 Independence

Interpersonal
Interpersonal Relationships

Empathy
 Social Responsibility

Problem Solving
Reality Testing
Impulse Control

Decision Making

Flexibility
Optimism

 Stress Tolerance

Stress Management



We know we have the need (the need for speed! Uh no …not just yet Maverick!)  ...
and we know we can develop the ability … So, which aspects of EQ should we be tapping into?

We polled a large group of coaches and a group of organizational leaders, asking them to choose what they
felt were the top three elements of EQ needed to support racial equality. In the chart below, you can see the
results, with Social Responsibility, Empathy, and Emotional Self-Awareness receiving the most votes. And on
the next page, we dig deeper into those particular elements, plus our personal choice: Reality Testing.
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Putting EQ into action today

Over 26% of leaders chose Self-Actualization, compared to 3% of coaches. Is this because leaders feel
achieving meaningful goals is of utmost importance?
Over 15% of leaders chose Emotional Expression, while no coaches put it in their top three. 
Over 15% of coaches chose Reality Testing, compared to 5% of leaders.
A higher percentage of leaders chose Optimism. Is this because leaders feel the need to appear
optimistic in order to keep teams engaged?  
One of the greatest differences was with the element of Empathy. Is this because coaches view empathy
as great tool to connect with people as a part of their profession?

Beyond the top three elements being the same for both groups, there are some other interesting results ...

What do you notice about how you would rank these elements?



Want to play on the edge?
www.kickstartyourleadership.com or
www.kickstartyouredge.com
karen@kickstartyouredge.com
732-851-EDGE (3343)
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What are we doing to stay connected to the world? Are
we playing nicely in the sandbox of life? Share the dang
shovel already and stop throwing sand. It will make the

castle bigger and cooler. 
Social responsibility is about cooperating and contributing
to the greater good. It’s about communicating outside of

our bubbles, looking beyond ourselves (what?!!!) and
paying attention to what’s really happening.

Guess what? We have more than two emotions. Whoa …
there’s a whole spectrum out there. And you’re

experiencing the highs and lows, or tiny blips every day.
Your emotional self-awareness is your knack for

understanding your own emotions and how they’re
impacting your behavior (performance!) and your world.  

If you rocked social responsibility
you would: 

Social Responsibility: 

Jenn Barley and Karen Sullivan are two non-traditional Leadership experts
who’ve earned raving fans by disrupting the status quo with their
innovative and fun-yet-no-B.S. approach. They build Play to Win Cultures
for bold consumer brands around the world.

They also train bold coaches who want to play to win in corporate by
giving them the tools and confidence to move mountains through their
ICF-accredited Get REAL: Leadership Coach Training Program.

Come from a place of curiosity.
Leave assumptions at the door.
Go deeper (what’s The Thing Behind
the Thing?)
Realize that everyone's story is true for
them.

If you want empathy as a super power: 

Take responsibility for the larger
picture.
What are you open to seeing that you
use to be able to avoid?
Create an atmosphere of cooperation.
Listen for what’s not being said.

Walk a mile in another person’s shoes? What if they don’t
fit (or they’re not my style)?! Empathy is imagining what a

person is experiencing, feeling … what they might be
afraid of. Empathy forces us to let go of the “shoulds” and
allow ourselves to see things from others’ perspectives.

Empathy: 

Emotional Self-Awareness: 
Observe yourself! 
Make connections between your values
and your emotions.
Ask what is this emotion telling me
about what's important?
Ask: How are my emotions impacting
others?

To be more emotionally self-aware: 

Who wants to be grounded in reality? It's about having
one foot in the real world and the other in the land of

make believe (which is really a place in NJ). 
Reality testing is being able to assess the here-and-now
reality of any given moment or situation. This is about
having the capacity to see things objectively - not how

you wish they would be.

Reality Testing: 

Get REAL.
Stop MSU®-ing (Making stuff up).
Not believe everything you think or feel.
Get the facts ... just like Joe Friday.
Quit defending your POV and start
trying to understand.

If you worked at Reality Testing, 
you would: 


